Volume pot wiring diagram
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at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed , times. Potentiometers, or pots, are a
type of resistor used to control the output signal on an electronic device, like a guitar, amplifier,
or speaker. They have a small shaft on top that functions like a knob; when the user turns the
shaft, it turns the resistance on the signal up or down. This change in resistance is then used to
adjust some aspect of the electrical signal, such as the volume, gain, or power. To do this, you
will need to solder each wire to the corresponding terminal. Fortunately, if you have a bit of
experience working with soldering tools, learning how to wire a potentiometer is a pretty
straightforward process. Warning: Unplug your electronic device before opening any panels or
soldering any connections. Tip: Turning the shaft all the way to the right will maximize the
signal output as far as the pot allows. Support wikiHow by unlocking this staff-researched
answer. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used
by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Identify the 3 main
terminals sticking out of the middle of the pot. Place your pot on a flat surface with the 3 prongs
that stick out facing you. These are your terminals. The first terminal, or terminal 1, is your
ground. The middle terminal, or terminal 2, is the input signal for the pot. The third terminal, or
terminal 3, is your output signal. The shaft on top controls a small ring attached to the second
terminal. Turning it controls how low or high the input is. The ground is all the way off, terminal
2 is the switch itself, and terminal 3 is the switch turned all the way up. A potentiometer is
almost always used to throttle an input signal so that it can be adjusted. Sometimes, you can
use a pot to overclock a device with a stronger signal. Read the resistance numbers printed on
your pot to see what range you can achieve. Pots are rarely used to control signals that are
more than a couple of volts, but the amount of resistance that they provide is important. The
number on the front of the pot tells the highest level of resistance that the pot can achieve. So a
K pot can provide a maximum of , ohms of resistance. These numbers are always printed
directly on to a pot. Set your pot on a flat surface with the 3 terminals facing you. Place your pot
down on a flat surface next to your electronic device. Remove any panels on your electronic
device to expose the backside of any input or output ports. If you have an installation location
set up, measure each length of wire from the terminal to the device. Strip any wires to expose
the copper by using wire cutters. Acid-core soldering wire is used for plumbing. Part 2 of
Connect a ground wire to the chassis from terminal 1 on the left. Tin a small length of wire by
tapping the exposed part with your soldering iron and flux. Once the wire soaks up some flux,
lower the wire to connect it with the exposed metal part on terminal 1. Press your soldering tip
to the connection to join the wire to the terminal. Solder the other end to any piece of exposed,
non-painted metal surface on your electronic device. Tip: You can use a breadboard if you want
to test your wires before soldering them. Wire your middle terminal to the output circuit on your
device. Tin another length of wire the exact same way and connect it to the middle terminal on
your pot. This means that the signal goes out of the electronic, into terminal 2, then back out
again of terminal 3. Consequently, terminal 2 has to connect to the port that sends the original
signal out of the device. On a guitar, this would mean wiring terminal 2 to the output jack. On an
integrated audio amplifier, this would mean wiring terminal 2 to the speaker output terminal. It is

where the pot sends information back to the device. Tin an exposed length of soldering wire
and place it directly on the terminal. Go to the back of the port and look for the exposed metal
opening on the back of the knob or cable connection. Solder the wire directly on to it to finish
connecting the pot. On a guitar, this would mean wiring terminal 3 to the input jack. On an audio
amplifier, terminal 3 would connect to the input channels. Part 3 of Connect the voltmeter's
terminals to the input and output terminals on the pot. Turn the voltmeter on and turn the dial to
feed a signal. Turn the knob on top of your pot to adjust the signal. If the signal reading on the
voltmeter goes up and down when you turn the knob, your potentiometer works. Adjust the
signal on your device by turning the shaft. Turn your electronic device on and feed a signal to
the pot by playing some music, hitting a guitar note, or turning a light on. Twist the shaft to the
left to turn the audio or light down. Twist the shaft to the right to raise the volume or level of
light. Twist the shaft all the way to the left to turn the output off. Add a knob by sliding it over
the potentiometer if you want. You can install a potentiometer with the shaft bare and exposed if
you want. But if you want to upgrade the aesthetic of your potentiometer, you can always get a
knob. There are tons of knobs on the market designed to slide over the shaft of a pot and make
them look better. Did you know you can read premium answers for this article? Unlock premium
answers by supporting wikiHow. Ricardo Mitchell. Support wikiHow by unlocking this expert
answer. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 7. Not Helpful 5 Helpful How do I
change the rotation direction of the shaft to increase and decrease speed? Swapping terminals
1 and 3 the ground and input connections will cause the attenuation to increase as the pot is
turned clockwise, rather than counter-clockwise. Not Helpful 12 Helpful You will just get a
variable resistance, and not variable voltage. Because the difference is only on one resistor, the
other is shorted and you need at least two resistors to reduce voltage. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 5.
Wire with a cross-section similar to the cross-section of the connecting pins. Not Helpful 11
Helpful No, it doesn't. As long as ground is on pin 1, input and output can go on either 2 or 3.
Not Helpful 9 Helpful I have a VR with 2 labels in the back and 1 in the front. How would I wire
this type? The one in the back is probably the middle pin. But use a multimeter to test it and
make sure. Not Helpful 6 Helpful Will connecting terminal 2 or 3 to ground the reading give me
the full value of the potentiometer? No, just turn it all the way right, and test with the reading
grounded at 1, taking output from 2. Generally, alloys like constantan or manganin are used in
potentiometer wire because they posses high specific resistance and low temperature
coefficient. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 4. Unanswered Questions. Is it necessary to ground the back
of of a potentiometer or can I connect to terminal 1 or 3 instead for ground in guitar wiring?
Would 1and3 be interchangeable for ground using terminal 2 as input? How do I sire a
potentiometer if the terminals are vertically disposed? Include your email address to get a
message when this question is answered. Look at the letter in front of your voltage to determine
the taper. Different pots taper, or modify, signals differently. The 2 most common kinds of pot
are linear and logarithmic or log. Linear pots, which have a letter A or LIN in front of the voltage,
move a signal up or down in a straight line. Logarithmic pots, which have the letter B or LOG in
front of the voltage, change signal with at an angle, with the highs and lows being very sensitive
to changes in the shaft. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. When you build an audio amplifier, the
potentiometer can be used to protect against voltage surges, when connecting something to
that amplifier. This can be done by connecting the middle terminal to the amplifier input,
terminal 1 or 3 to the ground, and the remaining terminal to the signal source. This way, the pot
will always keep the amplifier input somewhat connected to ground - no voltage surges will
occur, and no separate bleeding resistor needed. By using this service, some information may
be shared with YouTube. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Expert Interview. More References
3. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: September 29, Categories: Cabling
and Wiring Connection. Italiano: Collegare un Potenziometro. Deutsch: Ein Potentiometer
verdrahten. Bahasa Indonesia: Merangkai Potensiometer. Nederlands: Een potmeter aansluiten.
Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Reader Success Stories
Mike H. Feb 21, Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use
our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Mike H. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are
agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Let's do this! The potentiometer is a handy little component that you really
should know how to use. Check out the wiring examples at the end to see it in action. It is like
the resistor. Between the two side pins of the potentiometer there is a strip of resistive material.
For example as carbon. This material creates resistance. We call the middle pin the wiper. It is
connected somewhere on the strip between the two ends. You can move the point where the
wiper connects to the carbon strip by turning the shaft of the potentiometer. When you move
the wiper to the left side, the resistance between the middle pin and the left pin decreases. And

the resistance between the middle pin and the right pin increases. When you buy a
potentiometer, you have to choose a value. For example k. This value is the resistance between
the two end pins. As explained above, the two pins on the side connect to the ends of a carbon
strip. The middle one connects somewhere between the ends of this strip. Keep that in mind,
and have a look at the following three examples on how to wire a potentiometer. If you need a
simple resistor that you can change the resistance of, you only need two pins: the middle pin
and one of the side pins. The above image shows a simple circuit to dim an LED. Turn the shaft
of the potentiometer one direction and the resistance increases. Turn it the other direction and
the resistance decreases. This way of connecting is actually equal to connecting only two pins.
Connecting the third pin to the middle pin does not affect the resistance at all. Some people
prefer it this way. This example uses all three pins of the potentiometer to create a simple way
of adjusting the volume of an amplifier. The more you turn the shaft, the more you decrease the
volume. Go back to read about all the basic electronic components. Really interested in
electronics and enjoy the mail you send me. Like to expand my knowledge as much as possible.
Look forward to the next mail. Thanks David. Thank u so much my dear mr. Nydal dahl for
inspiring me as far as electronics is concerns and to be honest u are a blessing to the world
from GOD.. May our GOD bless u dear and please keep on sending me mails. Thanks alot. I will
soon be ordering potentiometers so I am extremely glad too have these explanations and
circuits. If not, will it still work if I limit the rotation with stops, or is there not enough current in
that range of rotation for it work correctly? The lowest rotation I have seen on a potentiometer is
degrees. But yes, you can limit the rotation with stops. Thanks so much for this. Yes it can. The
potentiometer digrams look like they have four connections: 3 pins and one mysterious
connection to the center. Can you help me decode it? The mysterious connection at the center
just means that you should connect a wire to the metal body of the potentiometer. This is often
done in guitars to reduce noise. In example 2, I believe the reason the third pin is connected to
the middle pin is just in case the wiper fails, then at least you would still have resistance instead
of an open circuit. I managed to fry a couple of potentiometers. Can you give me a few caveats
on how NOT to do this? Potentiometers have a max watt rating. Often 0. If you turn your
potentiometer all the way to one side and end up with for example 1 Ohm of resistance, then
you can have maximum 0. This is easily achieved with a resistor in series. Could be just a
connection to the housing for grounding purposes. Dear sir, How should I wire a dual taper
potentiometer? Where is position of grounds? Regards Chandran. Dual taper is just two
potentiometer that use the same shaft. I have a force dryer for my dog grooming shop, the
motor takes a very long time to stop, the techs say I need to send it in to set potentiometer, can
I turn the shaft myself to remedy this problem, if so which way do I turn it? I have a USB fan that
I would like to vary the speed of. I would like to reverse the rotation of the potentiometer knob
on my golf power caddy, is it just a question of swopping the two outside leads on the three
terminal potentiometer. If it does not change when you turn the knob, then those are the ones to
swap. Does that make sense? Will it work? Just had a new potentiometer put on my cart. Now I
have to press the accellator nearly to the floor to make it go. Is the part not put in, or set, right?
Hi I really loved your site. Makes the concepts for beginners very understandable. The best part
being the community where one every one is willing to help each other understand the
concepts. I am repairing the volume control of my speaker creative 4. Turns out the
potentiometer its controller uses is a B50k 50 Ohms 5 pins. I understand that the three pins are
potentiometer pins and other two must be switch. I got the fix alright but I wanted to understand
how the person calculated to a 10k 5 pin potentiometer for a B50k potentiometer. I understand
there are resistors of 24k and 4. I wanted to understand the calculation part. Hi, I was searching
why some people connect 3 pins in the resistance scenario instead of 2 pins, and you give the
right information. So thank you for that. If the wiper is turned all the way to the left, the
resistance between the left leg and the center leg will be zero, yes. Thanks for your articles
about electronics, they come really useful when trying to understand things in a less
mathematical and more intuitive wayâ€¦ I have a doubt though? Now the question is, if in the
diagram u show for scenario 3 I did NOT connect pin 3 to ground, acting then as in scenario 2
only 2 pins connected a voltage drop will still occur, and the amount of the voltage drop will
depend on the variable resistor right? Would this not act as a volume knob too? If not, can you
please explain why? This also brings me to another question, what affects the volume, current
or voltage? Both right, since they are directly proportional? Hope I can get your reply sometime
soon, please keep up doing what you do with this website, it helps thinking about elevtronics as
simple as possible and you do a great job with that! Yes, a voltage drop would still occur if you
only connect two of the pins in scenario 3. But if you use all three pins of the pot, you have the
full range of the input signal from 0 to max. You have two resistors in series, yes. But there is a
wire from the upper side of resistor 2 from the wiper down to the lower wire of resistor 2. So you

have a wire in parallel to the lower resistor. And the resistance of a wire 0 ohm in parallel with
any resistor is still 0 ohm. That means only the resistance of the upper resistor matters. Hi I
want to use a 12vlt 17amp atx psu as a bench supply and would like to use a potentiometer to
give me a variable supply other than the 3,3,5 and 12volt. Can I use a 2k pot to achieve this
safely? Your email address will not be published. What Is A Potentiometer? It has three pins
and the schematic symbol looks like this: Between the two side pins of the potentiometer there
is a strip of resistive material. Move the wiper to the right, and the opposite happens.
Potentiometer Wiring Wiring a pot can be confusing at times. Wiring Example 1: Variable
Resistor If you need a simple resistor that you can change the resistance of, you only need two
pins: the middle pin and one of the side pins. And how does that affect the resistance? So why
do it? Wiring Example 3: Volume Input This example uses all three pins of the potentiometer to
create a simple way of adjusting the volume of an amplifier. This potentiometer wiring is very
common in audio equipment. Comments I like your explanation their so east to understand
thank u very much. How to increase the value of potentiometer for example from Ohm to 2k
Ohm? Thank you. You can buy 2M potentiometers if you need that. And you can turn the knob
of the potentiometer so that it gives you k, or 2M. I want to build a collective for helicopter
simulation control, with USB input. Can I buy a potentiometer that is limited to say 45 or 50
degrees of rotation? Hi, The lowest rotation I have seen on a potentiometer is degrees. Best,
Oyvind. Hi Regent, Yes it can. Hi, 1 What Y symbol? Hi, your page is super helpful, thank you!
Thank you!! Hey Denny, The mysterious connection at the center just means that you should
connect a wire to the metal body of the potentiometer. Good tutorial, In example 2, I believe the
reason the third pin is connected to the middle pin is just in case the wiper fails, then at least
you would still have resistance instead of an open circuit. Hi I have a potentiometer with 4 pins.
Please advise what the fourth pin is for. Yes, as long as your potentiometer can handle the
power. So leg one is the one when the resistans is zero with the wiper turned all the way to the
left? Hi, Thanks for your articles about electronics, they come really useful when trying to
understand things in a less mathematical and more intuitive wayâ€¦ I have a doubt though?
Thank you Sir, that was helpful and straight to the point. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Social: Facebook Twitter YouTube. There are three different ways
to configure the volume and tone controls in an electric guitar. But first, some background: In a
standard electric guitar, the potentiometers are used as variable resistors. We use two of the
three lugs on each pot, and the tone cap is connected between the volume and tone controls.
As you close the potâ€”i. With the pot completely closed, all of the signal is sent to ground. In
the case of a volume control, this results in silence. For the tone control, this yields the darkest
tone. How dark depends on the capacitance of the connected tone cap. With the pot completely
open turned fully clockwise , essentially the input and output are directly connected. This
allows all the signal to pass through the output, which means you get full volume and, in the
case of the tone control, maximum high-end chime because the tone cap has almost no
influence on the sound. On a tone pot, instead of sending the complete signal to ground, the
capacitor only sends a part of the signal to ground. The capacitance of the tone cap determines
the cut-off point of the high frequencies. A low-capacitance tone capâ€” pF, for exampleâ€”will
pass the least amounts of high-end chime to ground. With capacitances of 0. Modern wiring.
When you turn down the volume even just a bit , the treble loss is disproportionate to the drop
in volume. All other solutions are just a compromise â€¦ but as is often the case, some
compromising can make things much better. This natural behavior in passive electronics is not
an issue for all players. Others really like this effect because it gives them a second tonal color
from the same pickup. That said, many players prefer to have a consistent amount of treble at
any volume setting. If that describes you, putting a carefully calculated treble-bleed network on
all volume pots can be a good compromise. Sadly, most modern guitars come equipped from
the factory with audio taper pots. This is exactly the opposite of an audio pot with an ineffective
taper. As you can see in Image 2 , in this configuration, the tone cap is still connected to the
input of the volume pot, but on the tone pot the middle lug is now connected to ground. But
with the tone cap connected to the middle lug, like in the modern wiring, electromagnetic
interferences will find their way through the cap and carry on. This is technical knowledge from
yesteryear: The wiper of a variable resistor is connected to the low resistance part of the circuit.
This knowledge was really important when designing and building tube amps, radios, and
televisions, but is almost forgotten today. My personal theory is that this allowed them to use
pre-configured pots for both volume and tone, with the same third lug soldered to the case as
the grounding point. The magic starts when you turn down the volume. Because the tone circuit
can no longer react directly to the inductance of the pickup, no resonance superelevation and
no resonance shift can happen at this point. The overall tone gets stronger and more
transparent. The typical treble loss that occurs when rolling back the volume is greatly reduced,

and both the volume and tone controls react more smoothly and evenly without the typical hot
spots. The tone and volume controls interact with each otherâ€”something you may know from
certain early Fender tube amps. When you change the volume, the tone also changes a little bit
and vice versa. Such interaction may feel strange at first, but it only takes a few minutes to get
used to. Why not give it a try? You might love it. Until then Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and
has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays
country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps
Pedals Players. More videos from Premier Guitar. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most
Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown:
Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big
5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it
appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in its creation. Photo
courtesy of Luiz Cesar Pimentel. The development of his playing style is inextricably linked to
his famous DIY guitar, nicknamed Frankenstein, which Eddie put together out of factory-second
Charvel parts in the s. The result was one of the most unique guitar designs ever, both
electronically and cosmetically. The body Eddie bought had HSS routing, and he was fascinated
by the idea of using a bridge humbucker for a Gibson-like tone. The Floyd Rose unit was added
later. The pickup was installed at a slight angle to compensate for the differing string spacings
of the Fender tremolo and the Gibson humbucker. The cosmetics. This guitar was repainted
several times. Initially Eddie painted it black, applied masking tape strips to the dry paintjob,
and then painted it white. He also stuck a Gibson decal on the headstock. For a while, he
switched to a guitar nicknamed the Bumblebee for its flashy black and yellow paintjob. He also
added reflectors on the rear of the body and two hook-eyed screws as substitute strap buttons.
A strip of double-sided masking tape served as a pick holder. Eddie also changed the neck
pickup often and tried several different tremolo systems. He originally made his own pickguard
from a vinyl record, using the lower part of a standard Strat pickguard as a template. The
electronics. Eddie drilled all the standard Strat holes into his DIY pickguard, but added only a
single k audio volume pot topped by a standard white Strat tone knob, leaving the other holes
unpopulated. This is one of the simplest circuits ever: a single humbucker connected to a
volume control and an output jack! Diagram courtesy of Seymour Duncan. The color scheme
shown applies to Seymour Duncan pickups. Pickup wire colors vary between brands. For a
humbucker with two-conductor cables, the hot wire goes where the black wire appears in the
diagram, and the outer shield goes to ground indicated in the diagram by the bare and green
wires taped together. Eddie even mounted a standard 3-way switch in the middle pickup rout,
but it too was unconnected. This is a prime example of the famous Dutch sense of humor.
Possible mods. With such a simple circuit, mods are always possible. Here are some
suggestions for improved flexibility:. Experiment with both k and k resistances and try various
tone-cap values. This provides a single-coil tone from the humbucker in split mode. Diagram
courtesy of guitarwiring. It has a fixed tone control, plus a kill switch for stunning stuttering
effects and to shut down the guitar when not playing. That way, you can get warmer distortion
tones if needed. Choose your preferred cap value. Until then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker
lives in Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar
workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil.
Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. More videos from Premier Guitar. Get our email newsletter!
Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut
[]. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your
Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly
labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in
its creation. In order to control the volume of an electric guitar, the signal is directed through a
pot. When wired as a volume control, the pot allows you to vary the amount of electrical current
flowing through it. By sending part of the signal to ground, a volume pot controls the amount of
electrical signal the amplifier receives. If the sweeper, which is usually the output of a volume
control, is connected to the lug that is grounded zero on the volume knob , then there will be no
output. If the sweeper is connected to the other end of the resistive strip 10 on the volume knob
, then the guitar would be at its maximum volume level. The value of the volume pot used is
determined by the guitar's pickup s and the preference of the player or builder. Generally, K
pots are used with single-coil pickups, and K pots are used with humbuckers. A higher value
pot can produce a brighter tone, while lower values can fatten the tone by attenuating some of
the high-end frequencies. This is because that there is always a certain amount of signal going
to ground, even at full volume 10 on the knob. High frequencies are the first to go to ground;
therefore a lower value pot will allow more of these frequencies to pass to ground, rather than
out to the amp as a part of the guitar's signal. Experiment with different value pots to see which

ones work best for you. Diagram 4 shows a typical guitar pot. The "hot" output sweeper; lug 2
pans between the "hot" input lug 3 and ground lug 1. If a guitar has two or more volume
controls that are wired in the traditional manner a Les Paul for example , an interesting thing
occurs when the selector switch is in the middle position. The volume control for the neck or
bridge pickup will turn down the whole guitarâ€”not just its respective pickup. Yet, on a Fender
Jazz bass, which doesn't have a selector switch, two volume controls somehow allow you to
turn the pickups up or down independently, without affecting the output of the other. How is
this possible? The reason for this is simple. Since the volume controls are in parallel and the
output of the volume pots is the sweeper, when either of the controls is turned down applying
signal to ground the sum output what the output jack and amp "see" is "short-circuited" to
ground. To resolve this problem, simply swap the input to lug 2 and the output to lug 3. This
means that the output jack or the amp never really see or are shorted directly to groundâ€”the
pickup is shorted to ground instead. The overall tone of the instrument is not affected, since the
DC resistance of the resistive strip that attenuates the high end is still present. Refer to diagram
5 for an example of this wiring. These specialty controls combine two audio taper pots that are
ganged together and controlled by a single knob shaft. As the shaft is rotated it moves the
sweeper in both pots simultaneously. Blend controls typically have a "center de
zero turn mower parts diagram
ford focus 2006 radio
aluma trailer wiring diagram
tent," which lets the player know that the pot's in the center of its rotation. Blend pots are the
same as "balance" controls found in home or car stereos. They pan the output level from left to
right. To further understand a blend pot, we need to analyze what is happening as the knob is
rotated. As we rotate the knob clockwise to 2. As we continue to 7. Refer to diagram 6 below for
a graphical representation. Since these are audio-taper blend controls, the taper is logarithmic.
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